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The Redwood Comprehensive Safety
Assessment Guide
This guide is to be used in conjunction with The Redwood Comprehensive Safety
Assessment Tool.
Safety assessment and risk management at The Redwood involves three integrated steps:
• First, Resident Services Counsellors (RSC) must engage clients to conduct the safety assessment in
collaboration with each client. The safety assessment incorporates the client’s primary concerns,
perceptions of risk, protective actions taken or planned, individual situation and resources available.
• Second, RSC must help clients develop an individualized risk management plan.
• Third, RSC must reassess safety at every client contact, and revise the risk management plan as the
situation evolves. Supervisors must ensure compliance with this policy and provide guidance to staff in
implementing it, and following high-risk procedures in cases that pose the greatest danger of physical
violence or psychological trauma.
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Preparing to Use the Tool
Guiding Principles
In preparation, these principles provide an integral foundation with which to approach the safety
assessment process.

1. 	Everyone has the right to live a life free of violence. No one deserves to be abused and no one has the
right to control another person.
2.

Once violence starts, it will not suddenly cease. Active intervention is required.

3. 	Violence against women is not the result of an argument that gets out of hand. It goes beyond the
normal tension that all couples in intimate relationships experience.
4.

I dentifying and understanding the issues of power, privilege, and control are fundamental to the task
of ending violence against women.

5. 	Women should be empowered, not disempowered. Empowerment occurs when a woman is believed,
supported, has access to accurate information, and is referred to appropriate services and advocacy.
6. 	Violence against women is not “cultural.” Violence against women exists in all cultures and societies,
across the globe. Violence against women transcends race, class, socio-economic status, sexual
orientation, ability, age, and religion.
7. 	Ending violence against women is everybody’s business. The community has a right and a responsibility
to get involved. No one family, worker, agency, or system can stop violence against women alone.
A comprehensive coordinated community approach is essential.
8. 	Prevention means addressing the root causes of violence against women, not just the symptoms.
9. 	Domestic violence must be understood within an intersectional anti-racist, anti-oppression framework.
This framework acknowledges that oppression exists in our society and that based on one’s social
location, abuse will have a differential impact.
10. 	The use of risk indicators and lethality tools must be considered in combination with a comprehensive
understanding of the dynamics of violence against women and in the individual context of each woman’s
life as she seeks help.
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Important Considerations:
• This form is a generic set of questions that capture well-recognized lethality indicators. The form itself is a
living document and will continue to be revised.
• This form may be used as part of a safety assessment process. Once the information is gathered, it will
provide a factual context so that decisions about risk management can be made. The answers given in this
form will complement other safety assessment tools.
• Dangerousness is situational and contextual. High risk cases need to be immediately red-flagged with
other professionals who are involved with the woman, most importantly the information gathered needs to
be filed, flagged, and cross-referenced so future professionals who become involved, such as police officers
and Crown Attorneys, know that the safety assessment exists and can be accessed.
• Disclosure of abuse may be a process that often takes place over a period of time and requires a trusting
relationship. The first disclosure may be incomplete and over time more disclosures of abuse and details
about these incidents, particularly in areas related to sexual abuse and traumatic memories, may be
revealed. Therefore, incremental disclosure is to be expected. Attempt to decrease the levels of shame
that women may feel in the process.
• When the woman’s first language is not English, a trained Cultural Interpreter program should be used,
wherever possible. American Sign Language interpreters and/or other appropriate supports may be
required. Children, family, community members and witnesses should not be used as interpreters.
• When interviewing in a same-sex partner relationship, all questions should be thoroughly explored as in a
heterosexual situation. Be aware of LGBTTQ (lesbian, gay, bi, trans, two-spirited, and queer) services in
the community for appropriate referrals. The largest concern from the LGBTTQ community who have
gone through this process is that they were not taken seriously and/or treated with the same respect as
their heterosexual counterparts and the potential lethality of their partners was minimized.
• It is important to pay attention to language and to use words that describe behaviours in concrete terms,
e.g., punching, hitting, choking. It is critical to understand the range of abusive behaviours (e.g., verbal
abuse, yelling, put-downs, harassment, financial, withholding immigration documents, denying primary
care needs, sexual, threats regarding the custody of children). When using interpreters or speaking with
women for whom English is not their first language, be aware that there are not always direct translations
for English words, such as the word “abuse.”
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In Addition:
• It is extremely important to document and capture information in as much detail as possible from the
woman. Use quotation marks for direct quotes.
• RSC may be faced with disturbing information given the high risk nature of this work. To reduce the
isolation and stress, it is important that the Counsellor effectively debrief with peers and/or the Resident
Services Manager.
• Interviewers should recognize that women with children often have fears around Child Protective Services
(CPS) involvement (e.g., threat of removal of children due to the abuser’s behaviour). It is important that
the Counsellor explain the role of the CPS agency (e.g., “child welfare may become involved in this case to
assist in protecting you and your children”).
• Given the complexity of both criminal and family court, most women are not familiar with their legal rights
and remedies. Where possible, the RSC should help the woman understand any current orders in force, or
at a minimum provide the woman with resource information to ensure that they are made fully aware of
the orders. In Ontario, if a person is identified as a “victim of domestic violence”, she is entitled to two free
hours of independent legal advice.

Follow Up Steps
RSC will do the following:

• Review the Comprehensive Safety Assessment Tool in collaboration with the client and determine
client’s level of risk.
• Have the client sign and date the completed Comprehensive Safety Assessment Tool.
• Complete a Personalized Risk Management Plan with the client.
• Have the client sign and date the completed Personalized Risk Management Plan.
• Have the client agree on a date/time/reason to review and/or revise the Personalized Risk
Management Plan.
• Provide client with a copy of the signed Comprehensive Safety Assessment Tool and
Personalized Risk Management Plan.
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The Redwood
Comprehensive Safety
Assessment Tool
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The Redwood Comprehensive
Safety Assessment Tool
DATE:
NAME:
RSC:
OTHER:
In a partner abuse situation, it is important to obtain detailed information about the specific
incident. It is also critical to determine how the specific incident(s) of violence and social risk
factors relates to the overall history and context of abuse in your relationship. For this document,
abuse includes emotional, verbal, financial, spiritual, as well as physical abuse. In this regard,
it is necessary to consider several risk factors to determine the level of danger that may apply
to a situation.
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PRIOR ABUSE
1. Please answer the questions in the table below:

Question

Yes

No

a) H
 as your partner assaulted you, or been emotionally or sexually abusive with you,
prior to this incident?
b) Has he/she ever forced you to have sex when you did not wish to do so?
c) Has he/she ever choked/strangled you (put hands around your neck and squeezed you making it
hard for you to breath)?
d) If you have been pregnant, has your partner assaulted you during your pregnancy?
e) Have you ever received medical attention as a result of being assaulted?
f) Were there times when you should have sought medical attention but did not do so?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, please provide details.

2. To the best of your knowledge, has your partner assaulted or been abusive to any other person
(e.g. socially, to co-workers or strangers)? Please explain.
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3. To the best of your knowledge, has your partner assaulted or been emotionally or sexually abusive with
any previous spouse(s)/intimate partner(s), family members, or children from another relationship?
Please describe. How did you acquire this information?

YOUR CHILDREN
4. How old are your children/stepchildren? Which children are from this relationship?
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5. Were any of the child(ren) present during any of these incidents of abuse or violence (with any abuser):
Yes / No
a) If yes, please complete the table below:

Child’s Name:
Age:
Describe Incident
Witnessed:

Year incident
occurred:
Child Physically
harmed:
Other harm to
child:(i.e. Mental
or Emotional)

HER TOOKIT
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6. Did you notice any other changes in the child(ren): Yes / No
a) If yes, please explain:

7. Have the Child Protective Services been involved with your family as a result of the children witnessing or
being injured as a result of any of these incidents: Yes / No
a) Please specify the exact nature of the Child Protection Services involvement in this case
(Check all that apply):
Child Protective Services currently involved
Child Protective Services not currently involved
Child Protective Services case closed
Child Protective Services case pending
Other:
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YOUR PARTNER
Stress
8. Is your partner experiencing an unusual degree of stress (family, financial, immigration, racism,
homophobia, disability, work-related, medical, etc.)?

a) How is your partner coping?

Isolation
9. Does your partner have friends, family, or outside agencies for support? Please list these persons.
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a) Do you think your partner’s support system, if any, helps or hinders your partner’s abusive behaviour?

b) Is your partner isolated from others? Yes / No

CHILDREN
10. Please answer the questions in the table below:

Question
a) Has your partner ever removed children from your care?
b) Has your partner ever not returned children when required to do so?
c) Has your partner attempted or threatened to do so?
d) Is your partner using the children to control or influence you?
e) Do you fear for the safety of your children in the presence of your partner?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, please provide details.
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Yes

No

Drugs and Alcohol
11. Does your partner use drugs or alcohol? Yes / No

a) How much and how often does your partner drink?

b) Is your partner drunk every day or almost every day?

c) What type of drugs are used and how frequently are they used?

d) Is your partner addicted to any drugs or alcohol, and if so, which substances?
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Mental Health
12. Is your partner under care for any mental health issues, or has your partner been under such care
in the past? Yes / No
a) If so, for what? Does your partner suffer from any delusions, paranoia or depression? Explain.

13. Is your partner on any prescription medication? Yes / No
a) If yes, please describe all prescription medications. Is your partner taking such medication as prescribed?
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14. Has your partner ever participated in any treatment programs for alcohol/substance abuse or mental
health issues? Yes / No
a) Has your partner ever refused to participate in such programs? Yes / No
b) Please provide any details below:

Counselling
15. Has your partner ever participated or received counselling in a program designed to deal
with domestic violence? Yes / No
a) If yes, please describe.

b) What was your partner’s attitude about taking the program?
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c) Did your partner benefit from the program?

Court Orders
16. Has your partner ever failed to obey any past family or criminal court order (e.g., breach of restraining
order, breach of bail condition, breach of probation, breach of parole)? Yes / No
a) If yes, please explain.

Property
17. Has your partner destroyed or damaged or threatened to damage: a) any of your belongings or contents
of your home. Yes / No
a) Has your partner destroyed or damaged property owned by your children, other family members,
or friends? Yes / No
b) If yes to any of the above please provide details below.
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Pets
18. Has your partner injured or killed a pet or domestic animal or threatened to do so? Yes / No
a) If yes please describe below.

Prior Police Response
19. Have the police been called to respond to any violent situations involving you and your partner
prior to this incident? Yes / No
a) If yes, which incident was reported and when?

b) What was the outcome: (Please check all that apply)

Incident reported

Abuser was not convicted

Warrant issued

Abuser was arrested
& charged

Incident not
reported

Protective/restraining
order issued

Abuser was charged

Client was charged

Unknown

Abuser was convicted

Client was arrested

Other:
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c) Do you have any documentation relating to this/these incidents (i.e. restraining order etc.)? Yes / No
d) Please provide as much details as possible: (Please use additional sheets as needed)

e) What was your partner’s reaction?

f) If you were unable to report this/these incidents to the police, would you like to report it to them now:
Yes / No
g) Were you able to tell anyone else about this/these incident(s): Yes / No
h) If yes, who were you able to tell about this/these incident(s) (circle all that apply)?
Lawyer		Pastor		Friend
Relative		
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Counsellor

Other:

i) Were any other social services involved?

Firearms and Weapons
20. In the past, has your partner owned or had access to any firearms or other weapons? Yes / No
a) If so, please describe the firearms/weapons and indicate whether they belonged to your partner
or someone else.

21. Does your partner currently own or have access to any firearms or other weapons? Yes / No
a) If so, please describe these firearms/weapons, where they are presently located, and whether
they are properly stored.
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22. Has your partner ever possessed a firearms license or FAC (Firearms Acquisition Certificate)? Yes / No
a) Does your partner currently possess one? Yes / No
b) Where does your partner keep his/her firearms documentation?

23. Is your partner currently prohibited from possessing firearms? Yes / No
a) Has your partner ever been prohibited from possessing firearms? Yes / No
b) If yes, when and where did the prohibition order get made? When did it start, and if over,
when did it end? Why was the prohibition order made?
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24. Please answer the questions in the table below.

Question

Yes

No

a) Is your partner familiar with the use of firearms or other weapons?
b) Has your partner received any previous training (e.g. military, law enforcement)?
c) Does your partner belong to any shooting clubs or ranges?
d) Has your partner expressed an obsession or fascination with firearms or other weapons?
e) D
 oes your partner subscribe to or read any firearms or paramilitary publications?
If yes, to any of the above questions please provide relevant details below:

25. Has your partner ever used, or threatened to use, firearms or other weapons on other occasions in the
past? Explain.
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Separation
26. Have you ever separated or discussed separation with your partner? Yes/No
a) If so, when?

b) How is your partner reacting (e.g. aggressive, threatening, jealous, depressed, etc.)?

c) Do you have any concerns for your safety?
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Controlling Behaviours
27. How does your partner behave with you?

Question

Yes

No

a) Is your partner obsessed, jealous, or controlling with you?
b) Has your partner ever confined you, or prevented you from using the telephone, leaving the house,
going to work, or contacting family or friends?
c) Does he/she control most or all of your daily activities?
d) Does he/she tell you how much money you can use or when you can take the car?
e) D
 oes your partner withhold medical care or support?
f) Are you dependent on your partner for attendant care or other daily needs relating to a disability?
g) Are you sponsored by your partner or your partner’s family?
h) Does he/she control your immigration documents?
i) Has your partner threatened to “out” you to friends, co-workers, or family?
j) Has your partner ever forced you to use drugs?
k) Has your partner ever isolated you, intimidated you, or belittled you?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, please provide details.
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28. To the best of your knowledge, has your partner displayed any of the behaviours listed in Question # 25
in previous relationships? How are you aware of this information?

Threats to Harm
29. Has your partner ever threatened to kill you or harm you? Yes / No
a) Please provide the following information: When these threats were made, in these threats, have there
been specific details of a plan or method (e.g. a specific weapon or dangerous act)? Has your partner ever
attempted to act on such threats?
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30. Has your partner ever threatened to kill or harm other family members, children, friends, or helping
professionals? Yes / No
a) Please provide the following information: When these threats were made, in these threats, have there
been specific details of a plan or method (e.g., a specific weapon or dangerous act)?


b) Has your partner ever attempted to act on such threats?

31. Has your partner ever threatened or tried to commit suicide? Yes / No
a) If so, when? In these threats, have there been specific details of a plan or method
(e.g., a specific weapon or dangerous act)?
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Stalking Behaviours
32. Has your partner engaged in any of the following behaviours with you in the past?

Question
a) Harassing phone calls or other communications to you, your friends, or family?
b) Watching, photographing or videotaping you, your friends or family?
c) Letter writing?
d) Leaving notes?
e) Frequenting or appearing at your workplace?
f) Following?
g) Cyber stalking – flooding you with emails, tracking/following/commenting on social media
e.g. Facebook, twitter etc.
h) Contacting you through third parties?
I f yes, when did they occur, and under what circumstances? Did any of these behaviours result
in face-to-face contact?

i) Does he know your passwords: online passwords email, banking? Yes / No
j) Do you have a “family plan” on your cell phone and/or is your partner named on your account
i.e. has access to your records, bills etc. Yes / No
k) Does he know someone who works for the phone/cable company? Yes / No
l) Is your car “low-jacked” (have a GPS device installed) and does your partner have access
to this information? Yes / No
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Yes

No

33. To the best of your knowledge, has your partner engaged in any of the behaviours in Question #30
with any other person? When did this occur, and under what circumstances? If so, how did you acquire
this information?

Escalation
34. Has there been an increase in severity and frequency of abuse, stalking and/or controlling behaviours,
and/or threats to kill by your partner during the past year?

HER TOOKIT
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WOMAN’S FEARS AND CONCERNS
35. Please answer the questions in the table below:

Question
a) Do you believe your partner is capable of severely injuring or killing you
(or your family or anyone else)?
b) Do you believe your partner is capable of committing suicide?
c) Do you have any fears for your safety, or the safety of others?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions, what are your fears, and why?
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Yes

No

Diagram 1

The Redwood Social Risks Wheel - Women
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This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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SOCIAL RISK FACTORS
36. Do you have fears or concerns as it relates to (check all that apply):

 Income
security/
poverty

Extended
family

Religion

Legal concerns
e.g. charges
against you,
criminal/gang
involvement

Transnational
issues

Food security

Immigration
status/laws

Culture/
socialization

Courts

Gender identity

Friends

Mental health/
wellness
concerns*

History of abuse
(sexual, physical,
emotional)

CAS involvement

Abusers mental
health/wellness

Housing

Employment

Social ostracism

Medical services

Ability

Education

Physical care
needs

Sexual
orientation

Oppression
(Racism etc.)

Age

Immediate
family

Reputation in
the community

Police
involvement

Your use of
alcohol or drugs

Secrets he may
use against you

L anguage
skills

Other:

Other

Other:

Other:

*If yes, ask for more detail e.g. experienced serious depression, serious anxiety, panic attacks, suicidal
ideation. Past or current diagnoses? Which medications are you currently taking for mental health issues?
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a) What affects you most deeply? In what ways do they affect you?

37. Has your abuser ever used these factors to intimidate, threaten, out you e.g. any action to try to gain
leverage against you? Yes/No
a) If yes, in what way?
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38. How do you think these various issues/forces affect your ability to keep yourself safe?

39. What do they stop you from doing?

40. If leaving your partner/spouse/boyfriend/girlfriend/lover is the only way you can be safe,
how have these issues/forces kept you from doing so?
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41. What needs to change or be put in place to leave/remain out of the relationship?
(Key Risk Management component)

SUPPORT AND COPING
42. How were you able to cope during and/or after this/these incident(s)?
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43. From whom did you receive support in the past (please include professional support and
non-professional support if applicable)?

44. Have you experienced any sleep disturbances, fatigue, anxiety, panic attacks, difficulties breathing,
sense of hopelessness, depression or others, please explain.
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SIGNATURES:

Client:									Date:

Counsellor: 								Date:
(Completing the assessment)

Case Manager:								Date:

Resident Services Manager:						Date:

In the case of high risk determination:

Executive Director:							Date:
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Emergency Escape Plan

40
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Emergency Escape Plan9
The Emergency Escape Plan focuses on steps that women can take
in advance to be better prepared in case they have to leave a violent
situation very quickly.
Safety during a violent incident.
I do not control when violent incidents occur. When incidents occur, if possible I will increase my safety and
manage risk using a variety of different strategies. I can use some or all of the following strategies:
A. I f I decide to leave, I will 								. (Practice how
to get out safely. What doors, windows, elevators, stairwells or fire escapes would you use? Consider your
physical stamina and abilities as well as the health status of anyone who may need to leave with you.)
B. I can keep my purse and car keys ready and put them 				 (place)
in order to leave quickly.
C. I can tell 				 and 				 about the violence and request
that they call the police if they hear suspicious noises coming from my house.
D. I can teach my children how to use the telephone to contact the police in case of an emergency.
E. I will establish and use a code word with my children or my friends so they can call for help.
F. If I have to leave my home, I will go 			 					.
If I cannot go to the location above, then I can go to 						
or 						.
G. I can also teach some of these strategies to some/all of my children.
H. When my partner is escalating and I expect we are going to have an argument, I will try to move to a
space that poses a lower risk, such as 								,
or if possible leave the house. (Try to avoid arguments in the bathroom, garage, and kitchen,
near weapons or in rooms without access to an outside door.)
I. I will consider possible patterns or usual behaviours of my partner/ex-partner as to be better prepared for
potential volatility (e.g., evening alcohol consumption, extended periods of unemployment, substance
binges on pay day, not taking medications for mental health issues, etc.)
J. I will watch for signs that my partner/ex-partner may become violent including rapid breathing, colour
change in the face, sweating, shaking, violent gestures, angry expressions, talking loudly, and making threats.
9

The Emergency Escape Plan is adapted from the Peel Committee Against Woman Abuse in Ontario.
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Preparing to Leave
A) Make a photocopy of the following items and store in a safe place, away from the originals.
Hide the originals someplace else, if you can.
• Passports, birth certificates, Indian/First Nations status cards, citizenship papers, immigration papers,
permanent resident or citizenship cards, Social Insurance Number (SIN) card etc. for all family members
• Driver’s license, registration, insurance papers
• Prescriptions, medical and vaccination records for all family members
• School records
• All income assistance documentation
• Work permits
• Marriage certificate, divorce papers, custody documentation, court orders, protection orders,
or other legal documents
• Lease/rental agreement, house deed, mortgage documents
• Bank books
• Address/telephone book
• Picture of spouse/partner and any children
• Health cards for yourself and family members
• All cards you normally use, for example, credit cards, bank cards, phone card
• Documentation that proves cohabitation
B) Try to keep all the cards you normally use or copies of them in your wallet:
• Social Insurance Number (SIN) card
• Credit cards
• Phone card
• Bank cards
• Health cards
C) Try to keep your wallet and purse handy and containing the following:
• Keys for your home, car, workplace, safety deposit box, etc.
• Cheque book, bank books/statements
• Driver’s license, registration, insurance
• Address/telephone book
• Picture of spouse/partner and any children
• Emergency money (in cash) hidden away
• Cell phone
• Documentation of cohabitation
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D) Items to take when leaving
If you leave your abusive partner it is important to take certain items with you. You may also give
extra copies of documents and an extra set of clothing to a friend just in case you have to leave quickly.
Items with an asterisk (*) on the following list are the most important to take. If there is time, the
other items might be taken, or stored outside the home. These items might best be placed in one location,
so that if you have to leave in a hurry, you can grab them quickly. Check off items on this list as you make
your plans.
When I leave, I should take the following items for myself and my children:

44

* Birth certificates

* Work permits

* Social Insurance Card
(SIN Card)

Medical records

* Driver’s license
and registration

Lease/rental agreement,
house deed, mortgage
papers

* School and
vaccination records

* Assistive devices (i.e.
glasses, dentures, walkers,
canes, hearing aids)

* Health Cards

Insurance papers
(car, home, health)

* Passports

Address/telephone book

* Money

Employment

* Cheque book and
Bank books

Children’s favourite toys
and/or blanket

* Debit and Credit Cards

Divorce papers,
marriage certificate

* Transit pass

Valuable or sentimental
items such as jewelry

* Keys – house/car/office

Pictures of abuser and
children/ grandchildren

* Medications and
prescriptions

* Court orders, protection
orders and custody
documentation

Documentation of
cohabitation

* Citizenship or
immigration documents
or Certificate of Indian
Status
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E) Technological Safety10
Laptops and Computers
Be aware that someone who has access to your computer may be able to see what websites you have visited,
or read your email messages. ‘Spyware’ and ‘keylogging’ programs are commonly available and can track
what you do on your computer without you knowing it. It is not possible to delete or clear all of the ‘tracks’
of your online or computer activities. However, there are steps you can take to make it more difficult for
someone to track your activities. Computers have what is called a cache file. The cache (pronounced “cash”)
automatically saves web pages and graphics. Anyone who looks at the cache file on your computer can see
what information you have viewed recently on the internet. Also, most web browsers (the software on your
computer that lets you search the internet and display internet pages – like Internet Explorer and Mozilla
Firefox) keep a list of the most recent web sites and links that you have visited in a history file. You can look
at your own history by clicking on the history button on your toolbar (the bar at the top of your screen).
While it is possible to clear the cache and history files so that your computer doesn’t keep a list of the sites
you have visited, you should be very cautious about doing this. If your abuser is comfortable with computers
and sees that you have cleared all the cache and history files on your computer (including the sites the
abuser has visited), this could make the abuser suspicious or angry. If that is a possibility, it would be better
for you to use a safer computer that they cannot access - for example, at a library, school, internet café, a
friend’s house, or at work.
Create a new email, Facebook or instant messaging account
If you suspect that anyone abusive can access your email, consider creating an additional email account on a
safer computer. Do not create or check this new email from a computer your abuser could access, in case it
is monitored. Use an anonymous name, and account: (example: bluecat@email.com – not YourRealName@
email.com). Look for free web-based email accounts (like yahoo or hotmail), and do not provide detailed
information about yourself.
Check your mobile phone settings
If you are using a mobile phone provided by the abusive person, consider turning it off when not in use.
Also many phones let you to ‘lock’ the keys so a phone won’t automatically answer or call if it is bumped.
When on, check the phone settings; if your phone has an optional location service, you may want to switch
the location feature off/on via the phone settings menu or by turning your phone on and off.
Change passwords and PIN numbers
Some abusers use a woman’s email and other accounts to impersonate and cause harm. If anyone abusive
knows or could guess your passwords, change them quickly and frequently. Think about changing the
passwords for any password protected accounts – online banking, voicemail, etc. Use a safer computer to
access your accounts.
Minimize use of cordless phones or baby monitors
If you don’t want others to overhear your conversations, turn baby monitors off when not in use and use a
traditional corded phone for sensitive conversations.

10

The resource Technology Safety, developed by Caboolture Regional Domestic Violence Service Inc. & Centre Against Violence was a useful source of information in the development of this section.
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Get your own mobile phone
When making or receiving private calls or arranging escape plans, try not to use a shared or family mobile
phone because the mobile phone bill and the phone log might reveal your plans to an abuser. Consider using
a prepaid phone card so that you won’t get numbers listed on your bill.
All Technology:
Technology has advanced to the point that it is very difficult to avoid being on “the grid” so to speak. GPS
technology may allow people to identify where you are. You can increase your safety by disabling GPS
capabilities in any device that has that capacity such as:
• Cell phones – The find my phone application should be immediately disabled. Any phone given to you by
your partner or that your partner has access to billing information should be replaced.
• iPads/Tablets – The find my device application should be immediately disabled. Any iPad or tablet given to
you by your partner or that your partner has access to billing information should be replaced.
• Social Media – When accessing social media from someone’s computer, or even a library computer if that
capability has not been turned off.
• Children’s electronic toys
• Car (low jacking)

F) Other Considerations:
• Open a bank account in your own name and arrange that no bank statements or other calls be made to
you. Or, arrange that mail be sent to a trusted friend or family member.
• Save and set aside as much money as you can (e.g., a bit of change out of grocery-money if/when
possible). Locate your local food bank so you can save money on groceries.
• In a place you can get to quickly, set aside $20 to $30 for cab fare, and quarters for a pay phone.
• Hide extra clothing, keys, money, etc. at a friend/family member’s house.
• Plan your emergency exits, taking into consideration mobility and accessibility concerns, as well as
appropriate modes of transportation and how to arrange it (e.g., taxi, bus etc.).
• Plan and rehearse the steps you will take if you have to leave quickly, and learn them well.
• Keep an emergency packed suitcase hidden or handy/ready to pack quickly.
• Consider getting a safety deposit box at a bank that your partner does not go to.
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G) When Dialing 911:
• Remember that there is no charge when dialing 911 from a pay phone. The call is also free from
cell phones.
• Remember that if you call from a landline, you can leave the phone off the hook after you have dialed
911 and the police will come to your location. However if you call from a cell phone, the police cannot
tell where you are calling from, so be sure to give them your address immediately. If the phone is dropped
or thrown, shouting out your address loudly may let the operator know where you are if the phone is
still engaged.
• For TTY access (telephone device for the deaf) press the spacebar announcer key repeatedly until a
response is received.
• If you do not speak English, tell the call-taker the name of the language you speak. Stay on the line while
you are connected to interpreter services that will provide assistance in your language.
• Try to remain on the line until the call-taker tells you it is okay to hang-up.

H) Additional Notes:
• When you leave your home, take the children if you can. If you try to get them later, the police cannot help
you remove them from their other parent unless you have a valid court order.
• If you have left your home, the police can escort you back to the home later to remove additional personal
belongings, if it is arranged through the local police department. At this time, you can take the items listed
in Section D above as well as anything else that is important to you or your children.
• Police involvement will usually result in the involvement of Child Protection Services (CPS) if children
reside with you. The role of CPS is to reduce the risk to a child, not to remove the child from the care of
the non-offending parent/caregiver. The role of child welfare workers is to provide support to you and
advocate for you when you attempt to access financial, residential, and other practical services. RSC can
support you in your relationship with Child Protection Services.
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Fast Form
Safety when preparing to leave
I do not control when violent incidents occur. When incidents occur, if possible I will increase my safety and
manage risk using a variety of different strategies. I can use some or all of the following strategies:
Women who have experienced domestic violence frequently leave the residence they share with their
abusive partner. The level of risk increases for the woman when the abuser believes that she is leaving the
relationship. Leaving must be done with a careful plan in order to mitigate/manage risk enhancing her safety.
I can use some or all of the following safety strategies:
A. I will leave money and an extra set of keys with 						so I can
leave quickly.
B. I will keep copies of important documents at 							.
C. I will open a savings account by 				 (date), to increase my independence.
D. The provincial domestic violence helpline number is 1-866-863-0511 (The Assaulted Women’s Helpline,
Ontario). The Assaulted Women’s Helpline is TTY accessible. Call 1-866-863-7868 to call direct. I can seek
shelter and counselling by calling this helpline as well as get immediate crisis support 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. I can also contact The Redwood shelter directly at (416) 533-8538 or TTY 416-533-3736.
E. I can keep change for phone calls on me at all times or I can purchase a telephone calling card or get a
cell phone. To keep my telephone communications confidential, I must either use coins or a telephone
calling card.
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F. I will check with 					 and 							
to see who would be able to let me stay with them or lend me some money.
G. I can leave extra clothes with 							.
H. I will sit down and review my safety plan every 				 in order to plan the safest
way to leave the residence. 			

(support worker or friend) has agreed to help me review

this plan.
I. I will rehearse my escape plan and, as appropriate, practice it with my children.
J. If I have a disability, I may need to set up an emergency care plan if my abuser is also my caregiver. I can
contact 						 to make a plan for an emergency care provider.
K. If I own a motor vehicle, I will ensure that the gas tank is always at least half full and I will keep a spare
set of car keys hidden from the abuser.
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Personalized Risk
Management Plan
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Personalized Risk Management Plan11
NAME:

INTERIM (FROM HOME TO SHELTER):

DATE:

INTAKE:

		

DATE:

REVIEW #:		

DATE:

DEPARTURE:

DATE:

		

Child/Youth Risk Assessment Plan is in place? Yes / No
If yes, insert the date(s)12: 										

It is very important that your abusive partner not find out about your safety plan. Be sure to keep this
document in a safe location unknown to the abuser.
The following steps represent my plan for managing the risk of further violence caused by my abuser and
the life-generated social risks I may face. Although I do not have control over my partner’s violence, I can
plan and think about protective actions I myself can put in place, and that the support systems I am engaged
with can put in place to best keep myself and my children, grandchildren or other dependents (such as
older persons or persons with disabilities who may be living with me) safer. I will ensure this risk
management plan is stored in a safe place.

T he Redwood’s Personalized Risk Management Plan is adapted from the following work of Barbara Hart and Jane Stuehling, Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1992. “Personalized Safety Plan,” Peel Committee Against Woman Abuse in Ontario and the “Personalized Safety Plan,” Office of the City Attorney,
City of San Diego, California, April 1990.

11

Both the worker and the client must initial all review dates. In the case of a high risk determination it should be noted as “HR” high risk and the Executive Directors signature
is required at the end of the document in the appropriate space.

12 
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Hot Numbers
Contact information I need to know:
In the event of an emergency I will immediately call 911 or police.
If I need immediate crisis support or a referral to a program or service I can contact The Redwood
at (416) 533-8538 or via TTY 416-533-3736 anytime of the day or night. I can also contact The
Assaulted Women’s Helpline at 1-866-863-0511 or via TTY at 1-866-863-7868 should I not be able
to reach The Redwood.
I can fill out the table below with service providers and people in my life that can help me.
Examples of service providers to be considered may include; victims services, police, child
protective services, counselling services, food bank/nutrition support services, school principal/
teachers, daycare/child care provider(s), ODSP/OW workers, housing workers, doctors and
other medical professionals.

Service Provider, Health Professional

Contact Person

Phone Number and/or
Email Address
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Keeping the names and numbers of friends and family in one place will help decrease confusion in an urgent
situation. List the numbers for important people in your life in the table below.

Friends, Family, Neighbours, Other

Contact Person

Phone Number and/or
Email Address

Technological Safety
All Technology
Technology has advanced to the point that it is very difficult to avoid being on “the grid” so to speak. GPS
technology may allow people to identify where you are. You can increase your safety and manage risk by
disabling GPS capabilities in any device that has that capacity such as:
• Cell phones – The find my phone application should be immediately disabled. Any phone given to you by
your partner or that your partner has access to billing information should be replaced.
• iPads/Tablets – The find my device application should be immediately disabled. Any iPad or tablet given to
you by your partner or that your partner has access to billing information should be replaced.
• Social Media – When accessing social media from someone’s computer, or even a library computer if that
capability has not been turned off.
• Children’s electronic toys
• Car (low jacking)
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Create a new email, Facebook or instant messaging account
If you suspect that anyone abusive can access your email, consider creating an additional email account on a
safer computer. Do not create or check this new email from a computer your abuser could access, in case it
is monitored. Use an anonymous name, and account: (example: bluecat@email.com – not YourRealName@
email.com). Look for free web-based email accounts (like yahoo or hotmail), and do not provide detailed
information about yourself.
Change passwords and PIN numbers
Some abusers use a woman’s email and other accounts to impersonate and cause harm. If anyone abusive
knows or could guess your passwords, change them quickly and frequently. Think about changing the
passwords for any password protected accounts – online banking, voicemail, etc. Use a safer computer to
access your accounts.
Ask about your records and data
Ask government agencies about their privacy policies regarding how they protect or publish your records.
Request that courts, government, post offices and others restrict access to your files to protect your safety.
You do have the right to remove your address from public record. Ask the police or Victims Services/Victim
Witness Assistance Program to help you do this. Special permission may be required in certain
circumstances.
Google yourself
See if your private contact information is can be found online. Go to Google and do a search for your name
in quotation marks: “Full Name”. It is important to know what locating information can be seen about you. If
you can see it, so can your abuser.
Save evidence and consider reporting abuse or stalking
Messages left via texts/answering machines can be saved as evidence of stalking or abuse. Keep a record of all
suspicious incidents. You can report abuse, violence, threats, stalking or cyber-stalking to police and the abuser
can be charged with a criminal offence, the police have a variety of Criminal Code provisions to consider
(criminal harassment, uttering threats, intimidation, harassing telephone calls, breach of recognizance).
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Safety in my own residence after leaving the abuser
There are things that I can do to increase safety at home. It may be impossible to do everything at once, but
protective actions can be added step by step. Protective actions I can consider include:
• I can change the locks on my doors and windows as soon as possible or request that the landlord do so if I
am returning to a home known to the abuser.
• I can install security systems including additional locks, window bars, poles to wedge against doors, an
alarm system, check/replace outside light bulbs or sensor lights etc.
• I can purchase rope ladders to be used for escape from second floor windows if I am physically able.
A. I can contact 						 to help with purchasing these items and 		
						 to help with installing.
B. I will teach my children how to not disclose our address and phone number to: the abuser and the
abusers family/friends including,
			

		, 			 , and others including

, 			 , and 				.

C. I can inform 					 (neighbours), and 						
(friends) that my partner no longer resides with me and instruct them to call the police if my partner is
observed near my residence. I will show a photograph of my partner/ex-partner so they are easily
identifiable.
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Safety with a protection order
I recognize that I may need to ask the police and the courts to enforce my protection order. The following
are some steps that I can take to help the enforcement of my protection order:
Criminal Justice/Legal protective actions you are entitled to include but are not limited to:
• Police officers should assess the severity of your situation (increasing frequency and regularity of contacts
by the stalker is a sign of danger).
• The police should document all warnings given to a stalker (in order to prove recklessness if the
harassment continues).
• Police should help you gather evidence by documenting the changes you have made to your life as a result
of the harassment.
• Local police can flag your telephone number on their dispatch system. If a 911 call is received from your
number, a patrol car is immediately sent to your address.
A. I f I have any questions about protection orders, or how I can get one,
I will contact 						.					.
B. I will make copies of my protection order and leave a copy with The Redwood. Other copies of my
protection order will be kept 						 (location).
(Always keep one copy of it on or near your person. If you change your purse, your protection order is the
first thing that should go in.)
C. I will inform my employer, co-workers, friends, family, and 						
and 						 that I have a protection order in effect.
D. I f my partner destroys my protection order, I can get another copy from the courthouse
located at 						. 							
		 .
E. If my partner violates the protection order, I can call the police and report a violation. I can also contact
my lawyer and/or call my support worker(s).
F. I will inform and provide a copy of my protection order to people who have contact with my children.
The people I will inform about my protection order include:
• School
• Daycare/child care provider(s)
• Teacher and Office at the Children’s school
• Others:
G. If the abuser is involved in the criminal justice system, I can get support and ongoing information about the
status of the abuser, protective actions being taken by that system including whether or not he is in provincial
jail, what community he may be in, and what conditions he may have to follow. Both Victim Services (VS) and
Victim Witness Assistance Program (VWAP) play complementary roles here. Whereas VS will support me to
the point of my abuser’s bail hearing and give me a copy of the recognizance of bail to woman, VWAP takes
over from there and will support me through trial process, Victim Impact Statement, etc.
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Diagram 2

The Redwood Social Risks Wheel - Women
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* It is understood that all people have culture and this cultural risk is meant to identify cultural norms
and standards that place woman at risk and or render women vulnerable to violence.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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Safety at work and in public
Women who have experienced physical and psychological violence must decide if and when to tell others
about the violence and that they may be at continued risk. Friends, family, your employer and co-workers
can help. As a protective measure it may be necessary to break from regular routines and habits when in
public – this may feel frustrating, inconvenient and unfair.
Considering the social risks you have identified in the safety assessment you might do any or all of the
following:
A. I can inform my boss, the security supervisor and 						 at work
of my situation and also show a photograph of my partner/ex-partner so they are easily identifiable if they
appear at my workplace.
B. I can ask 						 to help screen my telephone calls at work.
C. W
 hen leaving work, I can 									.
I can request an escort to accompany me to my car, bus, etc.
D. I can ask to be relocated or change hours of work.
E. When driving home if problems occur, I can 							.		
													
F. If I use public transit, I can 									.		
						
G. When I visit my medical professionals I will 							.
H. I can use different grocery stores and shopping malls and shop at hours that are different than those that
I used when residing with the abuser.
I. I can avoid wearing headphones that will impair my hearing and/or be a distraction to my surroundings.
J. I can use a different bank and take care of my banking at hours different from those I used when residing
with the abuser.
K. I can also 											.		
								.
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Safety in my car
In order to increase my safety, I can use a variety of different strategies and protective actions. I can use
some or all of the following strategies:
A. Keep car doors and windows locked at all times.
B. C
 hange my routine by taking different routes to get places. The routes I travel frequently that I will need
to change are: 						, 				,
						, 						.
C. W
 hen approaching my vehicle, I will remember to do an inspection by looking underneath it as I approach
(do not kneel down beside the car to look under it), looking at the tires and at the windows. I will look
into the backseat before getting into the car.
D. I can have my keys ready as I approach my vehicle.
E. Whenever possible I can park in well-lit areas or near a parking attendant’s booth.
F. I can make sure that the automotive centre where my car is serviced does not give out my
personal information.
G. I f I feel I am being followed, I can drive directly to a police or fire station. Remain inside my vehicle and
honk the horn until someone comes to my aid. If I can, I will try to record the license plate number of any
car that is following you.
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Safety during a violent incident
In order to increase my safety, I can use a variety of different strategies and protective actions. I can use
some or all of the following strategies:
A. I can call 911, or I have taught my children how to safely call 911 if my abuser becomes violent with me
and in case of emergency.
B. I will establish and use a code word with my children or my friends so they can call for help.
C. M
 y children will have risk management plan and will remove themselves from the area and run
to get help.
D. If I see my partner in a public space I will find someone in a uniform or go directly to a well-lit and busy
space that I may get some help or support from people to hide or call police.
(Consider your physical stamina and abilities as well as the health status of anyone who you would likely
have with you.)
E. I can keep my purse and car keys ready and put them 					 (place) in order
to leave quickly.
F. I can tell 						, and 					, about
the violence and request that they call the police if they hear suspicious noises coming from my house.
G. I f my abuser is able to attack me in a public space I will scream loudly and attract attention to
the situation.
H. I can take self-defense classes so that I have techniques to better protect myself, increase my confidence,
and strengthen my endurance and stamina.
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Mitigating Social Risks (Personal, Institutional and Cultural)
Immediate Personal Risks
Are there any immediate personal risks that require protective actions by The Redwood, service providers,
other systems or myself? What needs to change or be put in place to remain out of the relationship and/or
reduce and manage risk? (Question #39 Comprehensive Safety Assessment Tool)

Immediate Personal Risk
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Protective Action (What needs to/can be done)

By whom?

When

Comments
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SUPPORTING AND COPING
The experience of being abused and verbally degraded by a partner is usually exhausting and emotionally
draining. The process of surviving and building a new life requires much courage, support and incredible
energy. Abuse may isolate you from your friends and family. It is critical to have people around you that care
about you. To conserve your emotional energy, and to support yourself in hard emotional times, there are a
number of things you can do:
A. If I feel down and want to return to a potentially abusive situation, I can
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B. When I have to communicate with my partner in person or by telephone,
I can 									
.
											
C. I can tell myself – “								”
– whenever I feel others are trying to control or abuse me.
D. I can read 					 to help me feel stronger.
E. I can call 							
and 							 for support.
F. Other things I can do to help me feel stronger are					,
					 and 					.			

G. I can attend workshops and support groups and participate in community activities, rallies for
social change, etc. or 					, 					
or 					 to gain support and strengthen my relationships with
other people.
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Institutional Risks
Institutional Risk
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Protective Action (What needs to/can be done)

By whom?

When

Comments
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Cultural Risks
Cultural Risk
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Protective Action (What needs to/can be done)

By whom?

When

Comments
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SIGNATURES:
Client:									Date:
Resident Services Counsellor: 						Date:
(Completing the risk management plan)
					
Resident Services Manager:						Date:

Review #1
Client:									Date:
Resident Services Counsellor: 						Date:
(Completing the risk management plan)		
			
Resident Services Manager:						Date:

Review #2
Client:									Date:
Resident Services Counsellor: 						Date:
(Completing the risk management plan)
					
Resident Services Manager:						Date:

In the case of high risk determination:
Executive Director:							Date:
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Together, changing lives.

Get help leaving an abusive
situation on our 24-hour crisis
line, in 170 languages:

General Inquires:

(416) 533-9372

(416) 533-8538
TTY 416-533-3736

theredwood.com
facebook.com/theredwoodTO

twitter.com/theredwoodTO
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